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Collisional, magnetic, and nonlinear skin effect in radio-frequency plasmas
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The penetration of radio-frequency energy into cylindrical devices is relevant to the production of
uniform plasmas for etching and deposition processes in the production of semiconductor circuits.
The so-called ‘‘anomalous skin effect’’ has been invoked to explain irregularities not predicted by
classical electromagnetic theory. These expectations are summarized for the collisionality regimes
of interest, and new results are given for nonkinetic effects caused by small direct current magnetic
fields and the ponderomotive force. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. CLASSICAL VS ANOMALOUS SKIN EFFECT

Inductively coupled plasmas~ICPs! are commonly used
in plasma processing of semiconductor microchips, but
mechanism by which the applied radio-frequency~rf! energy
is distributed to produce a uniform density is not well und
stood. In simplest terms, the propagation of electromagn
waves into a plasma follows the dispersion relation:

c2k25v22vp
2, ~1!

where vp is the plasma frequency (ne2/e0m)1/2. Since v
!vp is well satisfied in ICPs, the propagation constantk is
imaginary, with the magnitude

ks[vp /c, ~2!

leading to the classical skin depth

dc5c/vp . ~3!

However, this e-folding distance is usually so small that io
ization should be concentrated near the antenna, creati
much more nonuniform plasma densityn than is observed
Furthermore, the rf field has been seen to decay nonmo
tonically away from the antenna, first by Demirkhanovet al.1

and Joye and Schneider,2 and more recently by Godyak an
co-workers.3–6 These observations spawned a theory
‘‘anomalous skin effect’’ by Weibel7 and Sayasov8 based on
the following kinetic effect. When the collisionality is suffi
ciently low, electrons impinging on the wall sheath at
glancing angle can stay within the skin depth to be acce
ated to hyperthermal energies by the rf electric field of
antenna. These fast electrons can then scatter out of the
region and transport an ionizing current to regions far fr
the wall, causing nonlocal power deposition.3,9 Theory and
experiment on the ‘‘anomalous’’ skin effect, which refe
only to anomalies related to kinetic effects, have been ex
sively reviewed by Kolobov and Economou10 and by Lieber-
man and Godyak.11

The experiments of Godyaket al.3–6,9 were performed
with a spiral ‘‘stove-top’’ antenna, which covers a circul
area, including antenna elements near the axis of the cy
drical chamber. The presence of nonlocal power deposi
is more evident in experiments with antennas wrapp
3001070-664X/2001/8(6)/3008/10/$18.00
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around the circumference of a cylinder, far from the ax
With a curved skin layer, it is difficult to see how electron
can remain in the region of high electric field long enough
acquire high energy. Furthermore, experiments in
laboratory12 show that the rf field can exhibit nonmonoton
decay even at pressures so high that kinetic effects ca
neglected. For this reason, this paper is written to cla
what can be expected from classical, collisional theory a
what nonkinetic anomalies can be generated by small m
netic fields and by nonlinearities. Cylindrical geometry
emphasized to eliminate theoretical effects that can oc
only in plane geometry, and realistic collision rates are c
sidered.

II. CLASSICAL, COLLISIONAL SKIN DEPTH

A. Basic equations

Consider perturbations varying as exp(2ivt) in a uni-
form plasma with temperatureKTe , stationary ions, and
densityn0 high enough that displacement current can be
glected. Maxwell’s equations then read

¹3E5 ivB, ¹3B5m0j , ~4!

and the linearized electron fluid equation is

2 ivmn0v52n0eE2KTe¹n12mn0nv, ~5!

wheren1 is the density perturbation andn is the total elec-
tron collision frequency with ions (nei) and with neutrals
(nen). This yields the electron velocity

v5
2 ie

m~v1 in! S E1
KTe

e

¹n1

n0
D . ~6!

The plasma current is then

j52en0v5
i e0vp

2

v1 in S E1
KTe

e

¹n1

n0
D . ~7!

For transverse waves with“•E50, the last term vanishes
but, in any case, it will vanish upon taking the curl ofj , as
long asn0 is uniform. Thus we can write

j5sE, s5
e0vp

2

n2 iv
. ~8!
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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The curl of Ampere’s Law in Eq.~1! gives

¹3¹3B5m0¹3 j5m0s¹3E5 ivm0sB52¹2B,
~9!

yielding a vector Helmholtz equation for the wave magne
field

¹2B1 ivm0sB50. ~10!

Henceforth,n will denoten0 , andn1 will not be used.

B. Plane geometry

Anticipating an evanescent wave, we assumeB to have
the formB}exp(2kx)

]2B

]x2 5k2B52 ivm0sB, ~11!

so that

k252 ivm0s. ~12!

Following Weibel,7 we define

e[tan21
n

v
, d[n/v, so that d5tane. ~13!

Now k2 can be written

k25S 2 ivm0e0vp
2

n2 iv D 5
vp

2/c2

11 id
5

vp
2/c2

~11d2!1/2e2 i e. ~14!

Re(k) is then

Re~k!5cos~ 1
2e!/d0 , d0[dc~11d2!1/4. ~15!

The collisional skin depthds is given by

ds51/Re~k!5d0 sec~e/2!. ~16!

Expressinge in terms ofd, one obtains

ds5dcF 2~11d2!

11~11d2!1/2G1/2

. ~17!

Note thate is always between 0 andp/2 asn/v varies be-
tween 0 and̀ . For largen/v, e/2 is always near 45°, and th
real and imaginary parts ofd are nearly equal, as is the ca
in many high-density plasma sources. This skin depth app
to all components ofB and depends onKTe only through the
collision term.

C. Effect of collisions

In the calculations, the collision frequenciesnei andnen

as functions ofTe were fitted to polynomials using Spitze
resistivity13 for nei and well-known momentum-transfe
cross sections,14 averaged over a Maxwellian, fornen. In
practical units, we have

nen~MHz!5Fn~Te!p~mTorr!,
~18!

nei~MHz!}n0Te
23/25Fi~Te!,

wherep is the pressure in mTorr,Te the electron temperatur
in eV, andn11 the plasma density in units of 1011cm23. The
functionsFn andFi for argon are shown in Fig. 1. The fittin
curves are the functions
Downloaded 13 Jun 2001 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Fn~x!50.002210.164x10.590x220.114x31.0067x4,
~19!

Fi~x!53.48Te
23/2.

The boundary wheren/v51 is shown in Fig. 2 for various
densities, pressures, and rf frequencies. It is seen
electron–neutral collisions dominate in the 1011– 12cm23 re-
gion, where the curves are horizontal, and that at argon p
sures of order 10 mTorr the skin depth is collisionless
13.56 MHz but collisional at 2 MHz.

The normal skin depth is increased by collisions, p
ticularly at low frequencies, but it is still small compare
with typical ICP radii ~.15 cm!. This is shown in Fig. 3,
whereds is plotted against density for various argon pre
sures. Even at the low frequency of 2 MHz and a low dens
of 1011cm23, more than 10 mTorr is required for the rf fiel
to penetrate far into the plasma. Note also that the cur
follow the density scaling ofdc @Eq. ~3!# up to n
'1012– 13cm23, where ds encounters a lower limit due to
electron–ion collisions. The effect of collisions onds is also
evident in Fig. 4, whereds is plotted againstp for various
values ofTe . Sincedc does not depend onTe , the variation
with Te is entirely due to collisional effects. These depe
dences have been shown previously by other workers,15 but
without explicit calculation of the collision rates.

FIG. 1. Curves used to fit electron–ion and electron–neutral collision
quencies as functions of electron temperature.

FIG. 2. Dividing line between high and low collisionality for various
frequencies.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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D. Cylindrical geometry

Consider an infinite cylinder of radiusa with a uniform
antenna surface current atr 5a. The rf field then varies only
in the r direction, andBzẑ and j uû are the only component
of B and j . Equation~10! then can be written

]2Bz

]r 2 1
1

r

]Bz

]r
2k2Bz50, ~20!

wherek is given by Eq.~14!

k5e2 i e/2/d0 . ~21!

The relevant solution of Eq.~20! is a zero-order Bessel func
tion of complex argument

B~r !5AI0~kr !5AJ0~ ikr !, ~22!

where the subscriptz has been suppressed. Whend is small,
k reduces to 1/dc or 1/d0 , and I 0(kr) represents the usua
exponential decay modified by cylindrical geometry. Ho
ever, in many cases of interestd is large, ande/2 is nearly
45°, so that the real and imaginary parts ofk are comparable
We can then considerBz as an evanescent wave with a pha
shift (I 0) or as a strongly damped propagating wave (J0).
The nature of the solution is best illustrated by the method
Joye and Schneider,2 which makes use of the familia
diagram16 of the complex functionJ0(z). ConsiderB(r ) to
be aJ0 function normalized to 1 on the axis. Defining

r[r /d0 , ~23!

FIG. 3. Classical skin depth vs density at various neutral pressures

FIG. 4. Effect of argon pressure on skin depth at various electron temp
tures.
Downloaded 13 Jun 2001 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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we have

B~r !5J0~ ikr !5J0~ ire2 i e/2!5J0~rei ~p2e!/2![J0~x1 iy !.

~24!

The argument ofJ0 has a magnituder /d0 and an anglea
5(p2e)/2, which depends only onn/v. This angle varies
from p/2 at e50 (n50) to p/4 at e5p/2 (n→`). The
functionJ0(x1 iy) is shown in the modified Joye–Schneid
diagram of Fig. 5, in which the solid lines are contours
constantuBu, and the dotted lines its phasef, defined by

B~r !5uB~r !uexp@ if~r !#. ~25!

Since 1
4p,a, 1

2p, the accessible region is that to the left
the heavy line of slope 1, representing the casen→`. The
region to the right can be reached only in underdense p
mas, wherev.vp and thev2 term in Eq. ~1! has to be
retained, changing the sign ofk2. Measurements ofB(r )
should lie on a straight line, as shown by the hypotheti
points in Fig. 5. The slope of this line is uniquely determin
by n/v, regardless of the collision mechanism. Oncen/v is
known, experimental points should be found to extend fr
the origin to r5a/d0 . A line along they axis represents
evanescent waves decaying quasi-exponentially from
boundary and described byI 0(y) in the absence of collisions
A line along thex axis represents undamped propagat
waves given byJ0(x); for example, microwaves injecte
symmetrically from the wall. Damped waves would follo
lines with an anglea,45°.

Figure 5 provides a convenient way to distinguish b
tween normal and abnormal skin depths. Radial profiles
wave amplitude can deviate from a straight line in the pr
ence of experimental imperfections, such as nonuniform d
sity profile; but excursions into the forbidden region usua
indicate abnormality. Henceforth, skin depths will be call
‘‘normal’’ when they follow classical linear electromagnet
theory without dc magnetic fields, and ‘‘abnormal’’ whe
they deviate from the predicted behavior because of non
ear forces, stray magnetic fields, fast electrons, or other

a-

FIG. 5. Contours of constant amplitude of the functionJ0(x1 iy) ~solid
lines! and of its phase~in degrees, dotted lines!. The points are hypothetica
measurements of the radial profile of wave amplitude, normalized to unit
r 50. The anglea depends only onn/v, and has been drawn here forn/v
51. The diagonal line is the boundary for ‘‘normal’’ skin depth measu
ments in a collisional plasma.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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fects. By convention, the termanomalous skin depthwill
refer to kinetic modifications; thus,anomalousis a sub-class
of abnormal.

Examples of field penetration into cylindrical plasm
are given in Figs. 6–10. Sinced varies from small to large
the integral representation, not the asymptotic expansion
I 0(z) was used in the computations

I 0~x1 iy !5
1

p E
0

p

e6x cosu cos~y cosu!du

1
i

p E
0

p

e6x cosu sin~y cosu!du.

Figure 6 shows radial profiles ofuBzu asn is varied from 1010

to 1013cm23, so thatdc varies by a factor of 30. Only at th
lowest density doesds /a approach unity fora515 cm.
More importantly, the field always decays monotonica
from the wall, irrespective of any reflections from the oth
side of the chamber. This fact can be gleaned from Fig
where bounding line for the normal region is tangent to
uJ0u contour at the separatrix. Enhanced penetration du
collisions is shown in Fig. 7, where the field profile is show
as a function of the neutral argon pressure for the low
quency of 2 MHz. Since collisions causek to have a real
part, the damped oscillation also propagates, with a ph
variation shown in Fig. 8. Note that the phase velocity at fi
decreases with increasing pressure, and then increases an/v
surpasses unity. In Fig. 9 the radial profiles of rf magnitu

FIG. 6. Field penetration into a cylindrical plasma of various densitie

FIG. 7. Field penetration into a cylindrical plasma at various pressure
Downloaded 13 Jun 2001 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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and phase are compared for cylindrical and plane plasm
There is little difference with the parameters chosen.

Though the time-averaged magnitude ofBz never
reaches zero in a cylinder, its instantaneous radial profile
have a zero-crossing whenk has an imaginary part due t
collisions. This is illustrated in Fig. 10, computed for
highly collisional case (d58) in a small cylinder to empha
size this effect. Also shown is the radial profile ofj u , which
is the derivative ofBz . Both sets of curves are normalized
1 at t50 andr 5a.

III. DIRECT CURRENT MAGNETIC FIELDS

The effect of adding a small direct current~dc! magnetic
field parallel to the axis is subtle and almost count
intuitive. The disruption of the shielding electron curre
does not greatly increase the skin depth as one would exp
electron flow in the previously ignorablez direction has to be
taken into account. In this section we describe the phys
mechanisms responsible for this effect and give the tw
dimensional treatment necessary to compute the skin d
correctly.

Shielding of the fieldEu applied by the antenna i
caused by the induced azimuthal electron currents in
plasma. When a magnetic fieldB05B0ẑ parallel to the axis
is applied, one would expect that these currents would
disrupted when the electron Larmor radiir L become smaller
than the plasma radiusa. The skin depth would then increas

FIG. 8. Variation of phase velocity with pressure. Note that the variation
not monotonic.

FIG. 9. Effect of cylindrical geometry on field profiles.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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until it reachesc/Vp when the ions would do the shielding
whereVp is the ion plasma frequency. However, the effec
complicated and requires more than a one-dimensio
analysis. Previous treatments of the magnetized case15 have
simply added theB0 terms to the plasma dielectric tensor
have concerned purely collisionless and normally unobs
able effects such as resonances between the Larmor radir L

and the tube radius. Though numerical studies17,18 have al-
luded to the effects ofB0 described below, the operativ
physical mechanisms are not obvious.

As a baseline, we first consider the one-dimensional c
of a cylinder in which¹z5¹u50. Since the infinitely long
antenna has no current in thez direction, there will be no
induced field in thez direction: Ez50. The linear electron
equation now reads

m]v/]t52e~E1v3B0!2mnv. ~26!

AssumingE}exp(2ivt) and solving forv, we have

n r5
ie

mv̂

Er2 i ~vc /v̂ !Eu

12vc
2/v̂2 ,

~27!

nu52
ie

mv̂

Eu1 i ~vc /v̂ !Er

12vc
2/v̂2 ,

where

vc[eB0 /m, v̂[v1 in,
~28!

vp[~ne2/e0m!1/2, k05v/c.

The relevant components of the currentj52nev can then
be written

j r5
i e0vp

2Er

v̂~12vc
2/v̂2!

, j u5
i e0vp

2Eu

v̂~12vc
2/v̂2!

. ~29!

Using this in Maxwell’s equations

¹3E5 ivB, ¹3B5m0~ j2 ive0E!, ~30!

we obtain

¹2B1k0
2B1m0¹3 j50. ~31!

By symmetry,B can have only one componentBz , andj and
E have onlyu components. Hence,

FIG. 10. Instantaneous radial profiles ofBz ~left! and Ju ~right! in a case
with large n/v and ds /a. The curves are flipped during the second ha
cycle. The shaded line is the envelope of the magnitude ofBz .
Downloaded 13 Jun 2001 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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¹3 j5 ẑ
1

r

]

]r
~r j u!, ~32!

m0~¹3 j !z5
ivp

2

c2

~¹3E!z

v̂~12vc
2/v̂2!

52
vp

2

c2

v

v̂

Bz

12vc
2/v̂2 .

~33!

Equation~31! then becomes

¹2Bz1k0
2Bz2ks

2 v/v̂

12vc
2/v̂2 Bz50. ~34!

The k0
2 term can safely be neglected, and we have Bess

equation~20! with the solution

Bz5AI0~Tr!, ~35!

where

T5ksF ~11 id!S 12
vc

2/v2

~11 id!2D G21/2

, ~36!

with d as in Eq.~13!. Defining

g[vc /v, ~37!

we can writeT asT5uTuexp(ic). Without assuming eitherd
or g to be large or small, we find

uTu5ks~11d2!1/2@~11d22g2!21d2~11d21g2!2#21/4,

c52
1

2
tan21Fd~11d21g2!

11d22g2 G , ~38!

which reduces to Eq.~14! when g50. An example of this
solution is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for a case in whichd
50.23 andg51 at B055 G. Note that the increase in ski
depth is not monotonic below this field because of the eff
of collisions. This effect is even more evident in the pha
velocities seen in Fig. 12.

Although this simple treatment forEr5Ez50 gives rea-
sonable results, the results are spurious. This physical s
tion cannot occur in a cylinder for the following reason. T
magnetic field bends the orbits of the orbits of the electro
driven by theEu field, causing them to move in ther direc-
tion. In cylindrical geometry, this necessarily causes

FIG. 11. Effect of an applied dc magnetic field on penetration of a 13
MHz rf field into a 15 cm radius cylindrical plasma in the TE approxim
tion. Electron collisions are computed forTe53 eV, n5531011 cm23, and
p55 mTorr of argon; ion collisions are neglected.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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buildup of negative charge in the interior, leading to a rad
field Er . Thus, the problem requires treating more than o
component of bothB andE. The solution is a linear super
position of two modes, variously called the TE and T
modes in electromagnetic theory, ordinary and extraordin
waves in plasma theory, and helicon~H! and Trivelpiece–
Gould ~TG! modes in helicon theory. The theoretical fram
work for the general case has already been given in the
text of helicon waves19 and can easily be extended to th
B050 case of ICPs. The governing equation for the wa
magnetic fieldB is19

¹3¹3B2gkz¹3B1ks
2B50. ~39!

The general solution isB5B11B2 , where Bj satisfies
¹2Bj1b j

2Bj50, andb j are the roots of the quadratic

b1,25
gkz

2
7 iksS 12

g2kz
2

4ks
2 D 1/2

, ~40!

and we have assumed perturbations of the fo
B(r )exp@i(mu1kzz2vt). For clarity we takeg to be real
here, as defined by Eq.~37!; but collisions will be included
in the computations by replacingv by v1 in. Wheng50
(B050), both roots yield the classical skin depth 1/ks .
However, contrary to the TE results of Fig. 11, the magne
field has no effect on the skin depth ifkz50. The physical

FIG. 12. Relative phase of the rf signal for the case of Fig. 11.

FIG. 13. Physical mechanism of rf penetration across a dc magnetic fi
Downloaded 13 Jun 2001 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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reason for this is shown in Fig. 13. At the rf phase in whi
the antenna current is in the1u direction, as shown, the
induced fieldEu is in the2u direction, driving the electrons
in the 1u direction. The Lorentz force2ev3B0 is then in
the 2r direction, creating a negative charge accumulat
because of the smaller volume at smallerr. The resulting
electrostatic fieldE2 is in the2r direction, causing an elec
tron drift E23B0 in the original1u direction. The fieldE2

builds up until the force2eE2r on the electrons cancels th
Lorentz force due toB0 . The original shielding currentj u is
then restored, andB0 no longer affects it. Ifkz does not
vanish, however, the charge accumulation can be dissip
by electron flow alongB0 , and j u will indeed be decreased
permitting deeper penetration of the rf field.

For m50, the radial profiles ofBr , Bu , and Bz in a
uniform plasma are given by19

Br ,Bu}J1~Tr!, Bz}J0~Tr!, ~41!

where

T5~b22kz
2!1/2. ~42!

Examples ofBz profiles are shown in Figs. 14–16, with co
lisions taken into account as in Sec. II B. In addition, io
collisions and displacement current have also been inclu
by exact evaluation of the coefficients in Eq.~39! from the
plasma dielectric tensor.20 Figure 14 shows that forkz50 the

.

FIG. 14. Computed field magnitude profiles forkz50 at various magnetic
fields B0 . Conditions are: f 513.56 MHz, Te53 eV, p55 mT, n55
31011 cm23, a515 cm.

FIG. 15. Computed field magnitude profiles forB050 and various values of
kz . Conditions are the same as in Fig. 14.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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magnetic field has little effect on the skin depth up to t
order of 1 kG, the only effect coming from the collision
part of the small added terms. Figure 15 shows that the ef
of kz is to reduce the skin depth whenB050. We next show
the effect ofkz at a finite dc field of 100 G. There are no
two modes, the TG mode, corresponding to the1 sign in Eq.
~40!, and the H mode, corresponding to the2 sign. Figure
16 shows that the effect ofkz on the TG mode is not mono
tonic, but in any case is not large. On the other hand, Fig
shows that the H mode becomes a propagating mode
reaches deeply into the plasma whenkz.kmin , where

kmin[2ks /g. ~43!

As can be seen from Eq.~40!, both roots become real fo
kz.kmin , but the TG mode is heavily damped by collision
It is clear that thekz-spectrum of the oscillations is critical i
determining the skin depth, and the two modes must
added together with the proper amplitude ratio as determ
by the boundary conditions.

The exact solution can be computed using the HEL
code developed by Arnush21 for helicon waves. Examples o
such computations are shown in Fig. 18 for magnetic fie
of 1–1000 G for an antenna consisting of a single loop az
50. These curves are the result of summing over the H
TG modes with the proper phases and amplitudes, and s

FIG. 16. Computed field magnitude profiles of the TG mode forB0

5100 G and various values ofkz . Conditions are the same as in Fig. 1
The variation is not monotonic; the curves appear in the same order as i
legend.

FIG. 17. Computed field magnitude profiles of the helicon mode forB0

5100 G and various values ofkz . Conditions are the same as in Fig. 14
Downloaded 13 Jun 2001 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ming over thek-spectrum of the oscillations excited by th
antenna. The cylinder is infinite with no endplates, and
density is assumed to be uniform. These conditions are
sumed in order to compare with the previous results,
though the code is equipped to handle the more general c
It is seen in Fig. 18 thatB0 indeed increases the skin dept
but not as much as one might have expected. Though
uBzu profiles are similar, the phase velocities vary greatly
B0 is changed. This is because thek-spectrum, shown in Fig
19 on a log–log scale, depends sensitively onB0 . The effect
of changing thek-spectrum is illustrated in Figs. 20 and 2
which show the same calculations as in Figs. 18 and 19,
for an m51 half-wavelength helical antenna 20 cm lon
Since in this case theBz component is not the dominant on
in the midplane of the antenna, the magnitude of the totaB
is plotted here. The effect of wave propagation is eviden
the nonexponential wave profiles, which do not even
crease monotonically withB0 . In summary, the addition of a
small dc field to skin depth calculations is nontrivial an
requires an understanding of the underlying physical mec
nisms.

the

FIG. 18. Exact calculations of field profiles at various magnetic fields us
the HELIC code. Conditions are as in Fig. 14.

FIG. 19. The spectrumP(kz) of power deposited per unitk corresponding
to the curves on Fig. 17. Logarithmic scales are used because the cou
efficiency is two orders of magnitude lower at lowB0 fields corresponding
to ICP operation. The peaks at high fields correspond to eigenmodes o
coupled helicon-TG waves.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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IV. NONLINEAR EFFECTS

When the rf magnetic fieldB is large enough to affec
the electrons’ motion, nonlinear terms in the equation of m
tion have to be retained. In the frame moving with an el
tron, its equation of motion is

m
dv

dt
52e~E1v3B!2mnv, ~44!

whereE andB are evaluated at the instantaneous position
the electron. In the equivalent fluid formulation,E andB are
evaluated in the laboratory frame, and the convective der
tive has to be added so thatd/dt5]/]t1v•¹v. Since
v•¹v andv3B partially cancel each other, it is insufficien
to consider the nonlinear Lorentz forcev3B alone, as some
authors have done.22 Furthermore, sincev andB are phase-
related so as to make the electrons oscillate with a figu
motion,B cannot be averaged and treated as an effective
magnetic field.23 These nonlinear effects are best treated a
nonlinear forceFNL , called the ponderomotive force in lase
plasma interactions, which causes a drift of the figure-8
bits when there is a gradient in the field strength. Kine
effects in collisionless plasmas can also be nonlinear,24 but
these are irrelevant to high-density plasmas. The pondero
tive force can cause nonlinear effects that have already b
seen, such as displacement of the plasma away from
wall,25 generation of a second harmonic field at 2v,26 and

FIG. 20. Same as Fig. 18 except that the antenna is a half-wavelength
with m51 symmetry, and the totaluBu is plotted rather thanuBzu.

FIG. 21. The spectrum of waves in the plasma producing the field profile
Fig. 20 at various magnetic fields.
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changes in the electron energy distribution.27 Here we derive
other ponderomotive force effects not considered before

Following Schmidt,28 we solve Eq.~44! order by order.
In lowest order, let the local rf field be

E~1!5Es cosvt, ~45!

whereEs denotes the spatial part. Neglecting the nonline
terms in this order and integrating twice, we obtain

mdv~1!/dt52eEs cosvt2mnv,

v~1!52
e

mv
Es~11d2!21~sinvt1d cosvt !

5~d/dt!dr ~1!, ~46!

dr ~1!5
e

mv2 Es~11d2!21~cosvt2d sinvt !,

where d5n/v and dr (1) is the excursion of the electron
Faraday’s Law gives

2dB~1!/dt5¹3E~1!5¹3Es cosvt,

B~1!52
1

v
¹3Es sinvt. ~47!

These equations are in the frame of the moving electr
Hence, in second order,E must be evaluated at the positio
r01dr (1). The second-order terms in the equation of moti
are then

m
dv~2!

dt
52e@~r ~1!

•¹!E~1!1v~1!3B~1!#2mnn~2!. ~48!

Substituting the first-order terms from Eqs.~46! and~47!, we
obtain

dv~2!

dt
1nv~2!52

e2

m2v2

1

11d2 3@~cos2 vt

2d sinvt cosvt !Es•¹Es1~sin2 vt

1d sinvt cosvt !Es3~¹3Es!#. ~49!

Using trigonometric identities and the vector identity

Es3¹3Es5
1
2¹Es

22~Es•¹!Es , ~50!

we combine the two vector terms to obtain

dv~2!

dt
1nv~2!52

e2

m2v2

1

11d2 @G~12cos 2vt

1d sin 2vt !1H~cos 2vt2d sin 2vt !#,

~51!

where

G[ 1
4¹Es

2, H[Es•¹Es . ~52!

The so-called ponderomotive force per unit volume is fou
by multiplying the right-hand side bymnand using the defi-
nition of vp

lix

of
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FNL52
vp

2

v2

1

11d2 F¹
^e0Es

2&
2

~12cos 2vt1d sin 2vt !

1Es•¹Es~cos 2vt2d sin 2vt !G . ~53!

The dc term is the usual ponderomotive force,29 modified by
collisions. The cos 2vt terms have been investigated exte
sively by Godyaket al.26,30 In a plane wave with intensity
varying in the direction of propagation, (Es•¹)Es would
vanish, sinceEs and¹ are perpendicular to each other. In o
geometry of a symmetric cylinder,Es is in the u direction
and the only gradient is in ther direction, but (Es•¹)Es does
not vanish because the unit vectorû varies withu. We then
have E5Euû, and (Es•¹)Es52 r̂Es

2/r , a nonlinear cen-
trifugal force at the second harmonic. If we neglect this te
FNL takes the simple form

FNL52
vp

2

v2 ~11d2!21Fe0

2
¹^Es

2&~12cos 2vt

1d sin 2vt !G . ~54!

This expression agrees with that given by Piejak a
Godyak,31 who predicted that the second harmonic wou
dominate whend@1. Indeed, squaring the 2v terms and av-
eraging over time, we find the 2v component to be given by

^FNL
2 ~2v!&1/25Fvp

2

v2

e0

~11d2!
¹^ 1

2Es
2&G 1

&
~11d2!1/2

5
1

&
Fvp

2

v2

e0

~11d2!1/2¹^ 1
2Es

2&G . ~55!

The ratio of^F2v& to uFdcu is (11d2)1/2/&, which increases
with d. Both Fdc andF2v decrease withd, but Fdc decreases
faster.

The dc force causesv(2) to increase secularly. We ca
solve Eq.~51! for v(2) by assumingv(2) to be of the form

v~2!5v1t1v2 sin 2vt1v3 cos 2vt, ~56!

and solving forv1 , v2 , andv3 by matching the time depen
dences. After some algebra, we obtain

v~2!52
e2

m2v2 ~11d2!21FGt1
1

v

d222

d214

3~G2H!sin 2vt2
1

v

3d

d214
~G2H!cos 2vt G .

~57!

In cylindrical symmetry,G2H simplifies to

G2H5 1
4¹Es

21 r̂Es
2/r 5 r̂ ~r 4Es

2!8/4r 4, ~58!

where the prime indicates]/]r .
In the absence of a dc magnetic field, the only wav

other than this electromagnetic wave which can propagat
a plasma are the electron plasma wave and the ion aco
wave. The former has a frequency nearvp and cannot be
directly excited by the rf. An ion wave, however, can pos
Downloaded 13 Jun 2001 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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bly be excited, either directly by the ponderomotive force
through the stimulated Brillouin scattering instability, lea
ing to propagation of rf energy beyond the skin depth.
second order, there are no effects at the frequencyv which
could lead to excitation of ion waves. To find such an effe
we have to go to third order. For simplicity, we neglect bo
d andH in this calculation. In that case, Eq.~57! simplifies to

v~2!5
e2

m2v3

1

8
¹Es

2~2vt2sin 2vt !. ~59!

The third-order equation of motion is

dv~3!

dt
52

e

m
@~dr ~1!

•¹!E~2!1~dr ~2!
•¹!E~1!#

1v~1!B~2!1v~2!3B~1!, ~60!

where

E~2!5~dr ~1!
•¹!E~1! ~61!

and

dB~2!

dt
52¹3E~2!. ~62!

Both E(2) andB(2) vanish with the neglect ofEs•¹Es . Inte-
grating Eq.~59!, we find

dr ~2!5
e2

m2v3

1

8
¹Es

2S vt21
1

2v
cos 2vt D . ~63!

Inserting this into Eq.~60! and multiplying bymn, we obtain
for the third-order ponderomotive force

F352enS e

mv2D 2 1

16
$@H21~2v2t21 1

2!G2#cosvt

24vtH2 sinvt1~ 1
2G22H2!cos 3vt%, ~64!

where

G2[~¹Es
2
•¹!Es , H2[¹Es

23~¹3Es!. ~65!

In cylindrical symmetry, use of Eq.~50! yields H252G2 ,
andG2 can be written

G2[~¹Es
2
•¹!Es5~Es

2!8Es852~Es8!2Es . ~66!

F3 then becomes

F352
en

8 S e

mv2D 2

~Es8!2Es[ ~2v2t22 1
2!cosvt

14vt sinvt1 3
2 cos 3vt]. ~67!

For vt@1, the dominant term inF3 is

F352 1
4neS eEs8

mv2D 2

v2t2Es cosvt. ~68!

This is in the same direction as the force applied byE(1) and,
therefore, cannot lead to any new effects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Classical skin depths were calculated with arbitrar
large collisionality in cylindrical geometry. It was found tha
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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nonmonotonic radial profiles ofuBzu, as are sometimes ob
served, are not possible in this context. Addition of a
magnetic field affects the skin depth in a way which is s
sitive to thekz spectrum excited by the antenna. The sk
depth is greatly increased only whenB0 is large enough for
helicon waves to propagate. The nonlinear ponderomo
force was calculated with arbitrary collisionality. The norm
dc ponderomotive force was recovered, as well as the w
known second harmonic force. Collisions were found
weaken the second harmonic. The third-order ponderomo
force was calculated for the collisionless case. A secula
increasing force at the fundamental frequency was found,
this is in theu direction, not ther direction, and is in the
same direction as that of the applied rf field. Nonmonoto
behavior of uBzu(r ) cannot be explained by collisions, b
geometry, by dc magnetic fields, or by nonlinear effects
duced by the wave’s magnetic field.
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